NATURALLY EXCEPTIONAL

WOODEN FLOORS
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FertigDeska Luxury 220

Wooden Flooring Manufacturer
JAWOR-PARKIET
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For more than a quarter of a century, in the western part of Masuria, the

Design Experience Maxi

highest quality craft has been intertwined with modern technology and a
and parquet flooring is the meeting of two forces – the passion of creating

NEW

great design complements the superior functionality. Our wooden planks
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FertigParkiet Maxi Vintage Series

driven by love for non-standard design and lightness of life in beautifully
arranged interiors.
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Color Inspiration

Every day we improve our craft, select the top-quality raw materials and
implement modern solutions. Our inspiration is drawn from all around the
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world, but at the same time we wish to stay faithful to our traditions. The

Chevron — French herringbone pattern

basis of our company's success is employee engagement and knowledge.
It is their daily effort, attention to detail and precision of performance that
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have the greatest impact on the final effect and nobility of the floors. This

FertigDeska

is how the Jawor-Parkiet offer is created – the best quality two-layer and
solid floors as well as a professional line of wooden floor care products.
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FertigParkiet

Oak Classic White
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FertigDeska Luxury
FertigDeska Luxury – is the one and only „queen” of our boards. It was designed for those who value luxury and
unique aesthetics. Exceptionally long and best-quality oak boards constitute the quintessence of elegance. It is
noble and unique, still very functional.
Oak Elegance White
Owing to its multi-layered structure, the board has outstanding resistance and can be fitted on underfloor
A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1800x180x15 mm
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

heating. It can also undergo the process of brushing or four-sided bevelling, thus additionally exposing
elements, which are over two meters in length.
product recommended
for the contest

The design and functionality of the floor were recognized by the jury of the Innovation@Domotex 2015
Competition that took place during the Hannover fair. FertigDeska Luxury has also gained the recognition
of the Institute of Industrial Design and became one of the products recommended to take part in the Good
Design 2015 Competition.
Available in the following dimensions: thickness: 15 mm, width: 180—200 mm, length: 1500—2200 mm.

Oak Elegance White
This floor captivates with its original color, enriched with sapwood and
small knots. The board will be particularly well presented in spacious,
representative interiors. Combined with simple accessories, it will add
them class and natural elegance.
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Oak Classic

Oak Elegance

Oak Country

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Elegance

Oak Country

Nearly symmetrical wood pattern and parallel grain arrangement bring
out the natural beauty of oak, which is additionally highlighted by a large
surface of single boards. The floor will be perfect for classic interiors of
suburban mansions. It is recommended to match the floor with deep
brown colors, which expose the natural elegance of wood.

The board is the essence of the natural value of oak wood. Its nonhomogeneous pattern, explicit color differences, large knots and
sapwood expose the natural beauty of oak. The floor will be a perfect
match for country-style interiors and will complement cozy households.
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FertigDeska Luxury Maxi
FertigDeska Luxury Maxi is the queen of our boards in a completely new version. Even longer and more luxurious, it was created for the lovers of
interiors decorated in accordance with global trends, who simultaneously value natural design and the highest quality. Made of carefully selected
oak boards, it is distinguished by its non-standard length and superior functionality. Owing to its multi-layered structure, the board has outstanding
resistance and can be fitted on underfloor heating.
Available in the following dimensions: thickness: 15 mm, width: 260 or 290 mm, length: 2000–2500 mm

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2500x290x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Classic
This unique board, which exposes the timeless beauty of oak wood, is
an ideal proposition for all lovers of eco style. Large knots, visible on its
surface, random arrangement of grains and color differences perfectly
emphasize the atmosphere of restored interiors of old tenement houses.
This board, used in hygge arrangements, will provide them with a unique
cosiness.
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A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2500x290x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2500x290x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Color Bianco

Oak Color Luna

A unique board, whose bright color was inspired by the heavenly
ambience of Italian beaches, will perfectly match the Scandinavian
arrangements. The exceptionally large surface of individual floor
elements perfectly adds brightens to small spaces, and combined with
the subtle colors of the marine style, it will give the interiors a fresh and
unique atmosphere.

This unique floor is a harmonious complement to the loft-like interiors,
which we want to add coziness to. Its unique color, inspired by the
moonlight reflected in the crystalline waters of the alpine Lago di
Como, will emphasize the unusual character of avant-garde interiors.
The exceptionally large surface of individual elements of the floor makes
this board a great proposition for rustic interiors of suburban residences.
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The possibility of arranging the latest series
of FertigDeska Design Experience:

FertigDeska
Design Experience
A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Design Experience is a line of boards cut to the length of 590 or 600 mm and dedicated
to architects. The uniform size of individual floor elements, as well as right and left tongues, release
creativity in designers and interior decorators, thus enabling them to create all kinds of patterns such
as, e.g., classic herringbone, squares or ladder. Laying the floor in such a way provides originality that
AWA RD

will not go unnoticed.
The unique design and non-standard technological solutions of this floor were appreciated by the
jury of the nationwide competition Inspirations 2018, awarding it with distinction in the "Flooring"
category.

Design Experience Color Oro
Delicate, golden color of this board is a reflection of the rocks and caves
of the Italian island of Capri shimmering in the sun and subtly emerging
from the sea. Its almost uniform shade makes this floor especially
appealing to lovers of subtle arrangements in the English or French style.
It will also blend well with the Tuscan interiors.
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A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Design Experience Color Luna

Design Experience Color Vulcano

The shades of this board bring to mind the lunar eclipse reflected in

The colors of earth and grays that characterize this floor bring to mind

the alpine waters of Lago di Como. The color of the floor is diversified

the fertile lands around Mount Vesuvius. Random arrangement of grains

with sapwood, and the delicate knots add a character to the whole. This

and visible knots adds to its style, emphasizing its natural qualities. This

board will fit perfectly to small rooms, to which it will add spaciousness

board will be a harmonious complement to the colonial style, and it will

and a substantial design. It will also be an interesting addition to boho

provide lightness and elegance to industrial interiors.

style interiors.
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Maxi

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 750x150x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Design Experience Maxi Oak Elegance
It is a floor that combines timeless classics with modern elegance. Its
warm, natural color will perfectly blend with exotic, floral accessories
that will add style and elegance. Combined with glass, old bricks or
industrial steel, it will create an interior that will not go unnoticed.

FertigDeska Design Experience Maxi
received the prize in the Floors and Walls category through the vote of designers and
interior architects in the Good Design 2019 contest
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FLOOR AVAILABLE

ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 750x150x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 750x150x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Design Experience Maxi Oak Color Avorio

Design Experience Maxi Oak Color Alabastro

A unique floor designed for those who appreciate creative solutions

A board that owes its unique character to the color inspired by the shade

of arrangements. Its warm, creamy color, reminiscent of the sunny

of natural, raw oak. Ideally suited to cozy, industrial style arrangements.

landscapes of Italy, and makes this floor an intuitive complement to

Combined with bold colors and patterned fabrics, it will be a perfect

maritime interiors. It will look great in rooms, dominated by shades of

complement to interiors arranged in line with hygge philosophy.

gay or classic white.
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Architecture does not tolerate routine and literality. It values
individualism, creativity and play with detail. Such is the Vintage
Series from Jawor-Parkiet.
Let us imagine gathering the best features of the past decades and
combining them into one. In this way, our unique floor is created,
in which we can find compositions of opposites and a variety of
finishes.
Vintage Series is a two-layer oak floor with a custom design, which,
just like a tasteful blend of styles, creates a unique composition.

The individual elements are decorated with three different types of
finishes – from brushing through the original planning of the surface
to the delicate saw marks. There will also be no shortage of natural
features of oak flooring, such as slight cracks and natural voids in the
raw material. The whole design is protected with three layers of oilwax and finished with 4-side bevelling. Each of the Vintage Series
décors consists of three types of elements and different finishes of
the surface, in a similar range of colours. Thanks to this we are sure
that the resulting effect will be absolutely unique.
The floor is intended for use on underfloor heating.

EW

N

N

EW

Available in the following dimensions: thickness: 15 mm, width: 70 mm, length: 1100–1200 mm.

What makes Vintage Series unique?
One decor consists of individual elements decorated with three different types of finishes on the surface:
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Brushing
The precise brushing of the parts of wood grains allows to expose
the natural wood pattern and gives the effect of gentle ageing of
the floor.
V4 bevelling
It involves gentle cutting of all four edges of
the board, which helps to define its shape
and optically exposes individual elements of
the finished floor.
Planning
The author’s method of planning the surface in order to obtain a
slightly rustic character of the floor. In this process, natural voids,
dents and cracks in the raw material are exposed.

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 1200x70x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides, planning, saw marks

3 layers of oil-wax
The oil-wax penetrates into the structure of
the wood, emphasising its natural beauty
and at the same time protecting the floor.

1940's Black on Fire
Gentle transverse saw marks
Subtle, perpendicular the edge of the element, delicate saw
marks on the surface that create an irregular structure adding an
intriguingly crude character to the floor.

Expressive like Rita Hayworth as a pin-up girl, yet elegant as Katharine Hepburn in
Woman of the Year. Black on Fire is an aesthetic mix of dark brown and black, with
touches of flaming brown accents. A floor in this colour is an interesting proposition
for spacious interiors, where it will be well composed with bright furniture and soft-

EW

EW

to-touch accessories.

N

N

Creative mixture of all above individual elements creates uniquely composed
two-layer oak floor.
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A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 1200x70x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides, planning, saw marks

1960's Touch of Gray

This floor is full of contrasts, just like the decade itself. It is difficult to remain

A multi-dimensional floor, as was the femininity of the 60s, in which geometric

indifferent to its charm. On a dark, almost black surface, the light refracts forming

patterns in Yves Saint Laurent's designs contrasted with the Jackie Kennedy’s stylish

subtle reflections in the saw marks. There we will see some warm shades of brown

suits. It is in vain to look for a uniform colour here. In this décor, beige colours are

and chestnut with hints of copper. Depending on the accessories used, this floor will

mixed with grey and sepia accents. It combines perfectly with raw interiors full of

be sensual like Merlin Monroe’s curves or minimalist like Audrey Hepburn’s styling.

glass and metal and in loft-like arrangements.

N
EW

N

1950's NOIR

EW

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 1200x70x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides, planning, saw marks
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A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 1200x70x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides, planning, saw marks

1980's Mocca Cherry

Freedom of style and nonchalance are the hallmarks of this period. Such is the

This floor is closer to the world of pop culture trends of the 80s than to the stagnation

Vintage Series in Dusty Brown shade. In this décor brown and grey sparkle with many

in the Polish design. Warm brown tones are the base colour of this décor. They are

shades. It allows for greater flexibility in the application and own interpretation of

broken with shades of coffee and milk chocolate, with a pinch of gray. This solution is

colours. Like the disco music of the 70s and Jane Birkin styling. This floor can be used

uncompromising, bold and modern like Madonna's music. This décor is dedicated to

both in classic, as well as boho and eclectic style interiors.

people with vivid imagination, looking for unobvious combinations of arrangements.

N
EW

N

1970's Dusty Brown

EW

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 1200x70x15 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides, planning, saw marks
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Color Inspiration is the collection of oak, finished, two-layer floors with colors inspired by the landscapes of Italy green vineyards of hot Calabria, Tuscan olive groves and sandy beaches of Sardinia. The products from this family
are colored with natural oil-wax and have the elegance, added during the brushing process.

Oak Color
Bianco

Oak Color
Avorio

Oak Color
Alabastro

Oak Color
Oro

Oak Color
Rosolare

Oak Color
Luna

Oak Color
Vulcano

Oak Color
Nero

The Color Inspiration palette is available for the following products of Jawor-Parkiet:

Elegance and Classic grading avaiable, details in authorized stores.

30
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A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Color Bianco

Oak Color Avorio

Unique floor inspired by the paradisiacal landscape of sun-drenched

This slightly bleached board is characterized by differences in coloring

Italian beaches. The subtle shade of white makes this board looking

of individual boards. Cream and white hues will lighten dark rooms. It

great in the smaller rooms that we want to add space to. It will also be

will also constitute a harmonious complement of modern and classic

well presented with Scandinavian or English styling, as well as delicate

interiors.

pastel colors.
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FLOOR AVAILABLE

ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Color Alabastro

Oak Color Oro

The unique color of this board, inspired by the bright, rocky shores of the

Ethereal beauty and a delicate, golden shade of the floor resemble

Temiti archipelago, makes this floor ideally suited to interiors dominated

the fairy-tale-like tenement houses at Piazza Umberto. A warm and

by classic white. It will also look great in modernist arrangements, to

subtle color makes the floor a harmonious match for marine interiors.

which it will add lightness and coziness.

Combined with original decorations, it fills each room with ambience
and home-like coziness.
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A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Color Rosolare

Oak Color Luna

An exceptionally elegant, deep-brown board inspired by Tuscan olive

The color of this floor brings to mind the crystal clear waters of the

groves. Its deep, dark color underlines the natural features of this

Italian Lago di Como, integrated into the forested alpine slopes and the

oak floor. It constitutes an interesting alternative for those who value

atmospheric, narrow streets. The bright color of the product makes

advanced solutions and dream of warm and cozy interiors.

it a universal solution for both classic and elegant, as well as more
sophisticated interiors.
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A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Color Vulcano

Oak Color Nero

Inspired by the fertile lands around Mount Vesuvius, the colors of earth

The dark color of this board brings to mind volcanic sand from the

and gray make this floor a perfect complement to the Tuscan style

island of Vulcano. The smooth surface with random grain arrangement

arrangements. This board will also work well in industrial interiors, to

is illuminated by the occurrences of sapwood. This floor can be a

which it will add coziness and design on the world-class level.

consistent complement to even the most sophisticated interiors. It is
recommended for spacious and sunny rooms.
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The individual elements were cut on the short sides at a 45-degree angle —
forming a shape of arrowheads. Cutting boards during the production process
shortens fitting and guarantees high-quality installation of the complicated
pattern, which would be very difficult if each board were cut separately. This
floor no longer requires sanding, filling or varnishing and is ready for use
immediately after assembly.
By decision of a jury of 150 architects and designers from Poland and abroad, the
Chevron collection received the main prize in the category "Floors and Walls" in
the "Dobry Design 2018" competition.

Chevron French herringbone pattern
The wooden, French herringbone-patterned floor gained its popularity
among French kings and nobility as early as in the 16th century. The
flooring captivated with its precise, symmetrical pattern and added
sophisticated elegance to interiors. Now, it has returned with a more
modern and functional twist – a finished Chevron floor.

FerigDeska Chevron

850 mm x 140 mm

pattern width 1202 mm

FerigDeska Chevron

600 mm x 140 mm

pattern width 834 mm

FerigDeska Chevron

FerigParkiet Chevron

pattern width 636 mm

pattern width 587 mm

450 mm x 140 mm

415 mm x 70 mm
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A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

41

FertigParkiet Chevron
Oak Elegance

FertigDeska Chevron
Oak Classic

Few, small knots, a uniform color and a random grain arrangement of

The floor is characterized by wide range of colors and varied grain

elements fitted in a French herringbone pattern make the floor both

patterns. Discoloration and knots add to its unique character This oak

classic and elegant. The floor will match modern apartments and when

board in the Classic version will find its use in minimalistic Scandinavian

combined with industrial accessories it will create a unique and stylish

style arrangements and add domestic warmth to spacious apartment

combination.

interiors.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 850x140x14 mm
and finishes: lacquered, brushed, bevelled on four sides
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FLOOR AVAILABLE

ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigParkiet Chevron
Oak Color Avorio

FertigParkiet Chevron
Oak Color Alabastro

An unusual color inspired by what the most beautiful in the Italian

A natural color of raw oak underlines the charm of a floor fitted in a

landscapes, makes it a natural decoration of both cool Scandinavian

French herringbone pattern. This raw, minimalistic parquet is a perfect

interiors as well as warm and cozy, vintage-like arrangements.

match for high interiors of old, urban tenement houses and when
combined with a loft-like décor it will create cozy and fashionable
arrangements.

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Oak boards

Oak Country
FertigDeska 1200x140x14 mm

FertigDeska dimensions are: thickness: 11 mm or 14 mm,

and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

width: 130—150 mm, length: 700—1500 mm.

Oak Country

Oak Elegance White

Oak Classic White

Oak Elegance

Oak Classic

Oak Country

Oak Antique

Oak Black

Oak Linea

This board is the quintessence of the natural qualities of oak wood.
Diversified color, sapwood and knots make it an intuitive addition
to rustic interiors. Owing to diversity of colors and patterns this
floor works well in modern apartments.
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Oak Classic

Oak Classic White

FertigDeska 1200x150x14 mm

FertigDeska 1200x150x14 mm

and finishes: laquered, bevelled on four sides

and finishes: laquered, bevelled on four sides

Oak Classic

Oak Classic White

Oak Classic

Oak Classic White

This floor is characterized by a wide range of colors and varied grain

A subtle white board with a delicate white tint, which is characterized

patterns. Discolorations and knots make the floor unique. This oak

by random grain arrangement and instances of sapwood. Natural knots

board in Classic version will find its use in minimalistic Scandinavian-like

simply add to its charm. This floor will complement smaller spaces

arrangements and add domestic warmth to spacious apartment interiors.

by lighting them up and optically expending. It will provide classical
arrangements with a more modern look.
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Ash amber
FertigDeska 1200x140x14 mm
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

Ash Elegance Color White

Ash boards
FertigDeska dimensions are: thickness: 11 mm or 14 mm,
width: 130—150 mm, length: 700—1500 mm.
Ash Amber

Ash Elegance

Ash Elegance Color

Ash Amber

Ash Cognac

Elegant board with a delicate, dark brown tint and random grain arrangement. Dark colors make it an interesting proposition
for spacious rooms and especially representative, upscale interiors.
Ash Elegance Dark
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Merbau Elegance

Walnut Premium

FertigDeska 1200x140x14 mm

FertigDeska 1200x140x14 mm

and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

Walnut Premium

Merbau Elegance

This very upmarket board has been valued by customers for its
unique brown and orange color. Random grain arrangement and
original color scheme, as well as differentiated shade, make it a
real decoration for classic interiors and harmonious complement
of orient-style arrangements.

50

Walnut Elegance

Exotic boards
FertigDeska dimensions are: thickness: 11 mm or 14 mm,
width: 120—150 mm, length: 500—1500 mm.

The board constitutes the quintessence of exotic beauty. It is
characterized by similar colors of individual elements and a
random grain arrangement. The surface is broken by single knots
and intermittent sapwood. A subtle, deep shade of walnut makes
the floor a perfect match for representative, spacious interiors.
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Oak Country
FertigParkiet 490x70x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Country

This is one of the most classic parquets. Its non-homogeneous
pattern, explicit color differences, large knots and sapwood
expose the natural beauty of oak households. The floor will be
a perfect match for country-style interiors and will complement
cozy.
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Oak Elegance White

Oak Classic White

Oak Premium

Oak Elegance

Oak Classic

Oak Linea

Oak Antique

Oak Black

Oak parquets
FertigParkiet dimensions are: thickness: 11 mm or 14 mm,
width: 65—70 mm, length: 490 mm.
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Oak Elegance

Oak Color Luna

FertigParkiet, classic herringbone 490x70x14 mm

FertigParkiet, classic herringbone 490x70x14 mm

and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Oak Elegance

54

Oak Color Luna

Oak Elegance

Oak Color Luna

This floor, whose classic beauty is emphasized by random grain

A unique floor, which adds charm to the original color inspired by Italian

arrangement and subtle changes in color, perfectly blends with

landscapes. It will be perfectly presented in eclectic interiors, which wit

modernist interiors, adding them elegance and coziness. Its warm color

fill with style and elegance. Combined with original materials – steel or

will suit both bold colors and classic white, grays or pastels.

velour – it will create an arrangement that will not go unnoticed.

Classic herringbone
A parquet assembled in a classic herringbone pattern, known for
generations, adored in the interwar period, today comes back to the
salons in a big way! It is eagerly used by architects around the world,
thus adding to the interiors an unobtrusive refinement and urban chic.
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Ash Polar
FertigParkiet 490x70x14 mm
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

Ash parquets
FertigParkiet dimensions are: thickness: 11 mm or 14 mm,
width: 65—70 mm, length: 490 mm.
Ash Polar

Ash Elegance Color White

Ash Elegance

Ash Elegance Color

Ash Amber

Ash Cognac

A stylish parquet with a clearly light color, broken by a subtly
outlined natural structure of wood – delicate knots and color
differences. It is almost an intuitive complement to scandi-style
interiors, and with modernist arrangements it will add to the
atmospheric lightness and freshness. Also works well in small,
dimly lit rooms that it optically enlarges and brightens.

Ash Elegance Dark
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8 layers of durable lacquer
provides gloss and protects the ﬂoor

3 layers of oil-wax
penetrate wood, protect and retain its natural look

Floors ready for installation on
underfloor heating
The success of two-layer floors lies in their
construction. The top layer, up to 6 mm
thick, is made of oak, ash or exotic wood. The
stabilizing layer, in turn, is made of durable
and hard hardwood or plywood. The twolayer technology facilitates air circulation,
while the perfect selection of the raw material
and proper, perpendicular stacking of the
layers allows to minimize the work of wood.

top layer

top layer

to the layered construction these products

stabilizing layer

stabilizing layer

care allows you to keep the advantages of wooden floors for longer, protects them with a special coating and helps to

are recommended for use on underfloor

made on softwood or hardwood foundation
prevents deformation of the laid ﬂoor

made on a plywood base prevents
deformation of the laid ﬂoor

keep the floor clean.

heating.

groove - tongue

groove - tongue

element for connecting the ﬂoor

element for connecting the ﬂoor

The line of professional care products for Jawor-Parkiet wooden floors

Thanks to this, the final products is particularly
durable and resistant to deformation. Owing

The series includes professional preparations for protection and daily care of varnished and oil-waxed floors. Regular
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thickness of approx. 3.6 mm or approx. 6.0 mm

thickness of approx. 3.6 mm

Gdansk

JAWOR-PARKIET
Wooden Flooring Manufacturer

Nowe Miasto
Lubawskie

St. Grunwaldzka 87
13-300 Nowe Miasto Lubawskie
POLAND
tel./fax: +48 56 474 80 85
mobile: +48 510 156 930
e-mail: export@jawor-parkiet.pl
www.jawor-parkiet.pl

Warsaw

Cracow

Authorized Point
of Sale:

